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5th INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF LITERATURE AND ART WITH HUMOUR

Welcome
ladies and gentlemen to the fith edition of La Risa de Bilbao.
This year we´ve dispensed with featuring a single theme for the Festival in order
to move more freely and be able to choose a programme that is more varied
than ever. Under this premise of the absence of premise, I am happier with the
outcome than Flaubert´s parrot with his feeder flush with Jamaican hemp: our
firts-rate lineup of guests with the newly award-winning Julian Barnes and the
attractive diversity of events.
What´s more, Robert Crumb has done us the grand honour of gifting us with
this original illustration for La Risa de Bilbao 2014. Seeing our JA! according to
Crumb, presiding over this peculiar still life of challenging beauty and teensyweensy feet has kocked up my joy level several points higher on the Sharpe
Scale.
We´re really exhited to be seeing you again!
Health, good humour and persistance.
Juan Bas. Director

FESTIVAL BOOKSTORE

• Cámara, Joker and Libros y Cosas bookstore will become La Risa de Bilbao´s bookstore
for some days Festival´s guests books and much more. October, from the 2nd to the 4th and
from the 9th to the 11st, at Sala BBK (Gran Vía, 19 Bilbao).
11:30 – 14:00/ 17:30 – 21:00

www.larisadebilbao.com
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Follow live streaming - www.larisadebilbao.com

2nd October • Sala BBK • 18:30h

ROUND TABLE

THE COMICS OF LIFE:
Dibujantes on tour
• Paco Roca, Miguel Ángel Giner and Zinnia Quirós are taking part in this meeting with the public
introducing “Comics of life: Illustrators on Tour” – a campaign with which Intermón Oxfam aims
to get people involved in the fight against poverty through new forms of communication such as
comics.

2nd October • Sala BBK • 20:00h

INTERVIEW

Book signing after the event

• During the talk, there will be a discussion on the presence of humour in the

Paco Roca

Interviewed by Fernando Marías

Fernando Marías

PACO ROCA

Valencian author’s work and the publication of a new instalment of Memorias
de un hombre in pijama (Memoirs of a Man in Pyjamas) will be presented.

3rd October • Sala BBK • 19:00h

Bertsoa eta Umorea
• Theory and practice of most entertaining traditional basque oral poetry given by two exceptional teachers, Andoni Egaña and Maialen Lujanbio.

Andoni Egaña
Maialen Lujanbio

MAIALEN LUJANBIO - ANDONI EGAÑA

DIALOGUE

© eke-icb

3rd October • Teatro CAMPOS ELÍSEOS Antzokia • 20:00h

GOYO JIMÉNEZ
“Evoluzión”

• More information and tickets at Arteria and Kutxabank´s website

3rd October • Sala BBK • 20:30h

BORJA COBEAGA - DIEGO SAN JOSÉ

DIALOGUE
Borja Cobeaga
Diego San José

Cobeaga and San José, two basque surnames

• Ocho apellidos vascos’ (Eight basque surnames) film´s screenwriters will talk about the
cinema´s phenomenon of the year and their previous success such as ‘Vaya Semanita’
or ‘Pagafantas’.

© Carlos Luján
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4th October • Mercado La Ribera Merkatua • 12:00h

LA RISA DE BILBAO VIAJES EROSKI MICROSTORY CONTEST
• Winner of La Risa de Bilbao 2014 Viajes Eroski Microstory contest.

4th October • Mercado La Ribera Merkatua • 12:30h

LA RISA DE BILBAO STUDENT GRAPHIC HUMOUR CONTEST
• Winners of La Risa de Bilbao Bilbao 2014 Student
Graphic Humour Contest.

4th October • Sala BBK • 19:00h

DIALOGUE

Antonio Orejudo

Ease or weapon

Ignacio Echevarría

ANTONIO OREJUDO - IGNACIO ECHEVARRÍA

Book signing after the event

• While, for Ignacio Echevarría, humour is a “keynote” in Spanish literature, Orejudo does not understand how “a literary tradition that is so happy,
so hooliganish, so sarcastic and so carnivalesque as the Spanish literary tradition is has become so sad and gloomy”. They both will defend, with a
grand sense of humor, their opposing perspectives in the most suitable framework possible: a festival of literature (and art) with humour.

4th October • Sala BBK • 20:30h

DIALOGUE

Jean Echenoz

Emmanuel Carrère

JEAN ECHENOZ- EMMANUEL CARRÈRE

Book signing after the event

• Jean Echenoz and Emmanuel Carrère are — besides great friends — two of the most relevant and international French writers of the moment. It will
be a unique opportunity to see them together on stage. They’ll talk about literature and humour in this and other areas of life.
French with simultaneous interpretation.

5th October • AlhóndigaBilbao • 19:00h

DIALOGUE

• Advertising often uses humour to create campaigns and there are some adverts that are really incredibly
witty. Ricardo Pérez is a long-time figure in Spanish advertising and the author behind such popular

Ricardo Pérez

Presented by Félix Linares

Félix Linares

HUMOUR AND ADVERTISING
RICARDO PÉREZ.

campaigns as ‘Calvo, claro’, ‘Voy a comer con Don Simon’, ‘El que sabe, Saba’ or ‘Ñaka ñaka La Cigala’, all characterised by their humorous nature.
With the help of journalist Félix Linares, Ricardo Pérez will take a look at some of the funniest adverts in advertising history.
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9th October • Sala BBK • 19:00h

INTERVIEW
Joan Manuel Serrat

FORGES, 50 YEARS

Book signing after the event

Forges

Interviewed by Joan Manuel Serrat

• Forges is one of Spain’s greatest humourist and a good friend of this Festival. To honour and celebrate his 50 years of cartoons, his comrade Joan
Manuel Serrat will treat the audience to an interview with him.

9th October • Sala BBK • 20:30h

INTERVIEW

LIONEL SHRIVER
Book signing after the event

Lionel Shriver

Laura Fernández

Interviewed by Laura Fernández

• “Intelligent, sharp, cruel”. The critics celebrate the personal humour of a writer who,
novel by novel, improves her critical look about American middle class.
English with simultaneous translation.

10th October • Sala BBK • 19:00h

Humour America
Book signing after the event

Martín Caparrós
Juan Villoro

MARTÍN CAPARRÓS - JUAN VILLORO

DIALOGUE

© Juan Boites

• Humour in their respective countries of origin – Mexico and Argentina – will be the pretext for these two major contemporary Latin American writers
– Juan Villoro and Martín Caparrós – to converse on the divine and the human with a display of their famous gifts of wit and erudition. Without doubt,
this is going to be one of the most enjoyable events at this year’s festival. Don’t miss out!

10th October • Sala BBK • 20:30h

Interviewed by Ignacio Echevarría
Book signing after the event

Luis Goytisolo
Ignacio Echevarría

LUIS GOYTISOLO

INTERVIEW

© Olaya Pazos

• Luis Goytisolo is one of the most prestigious writers of contemporary Spanish narrative. Author of such Spanish seminal books as ‘Antagonía’,
‘Fábulas’, ‘Estatua con palomas’ and ‘Diario de 360º’, his works “can be understood only by approaching them through humour”. This is the opinion
of Ignacio Echevarría – a major expert on his work – for whom “Luis Goytisolo’s books are largely riotously funny, with an insane humour that,
moreover, dominates them all”.
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11st October • Sala BBK • 19:30h

INTERVIEW

JULIAN BARNES

20:30h. BBK LA RISA DE BILBAO 2014 AWARD
Book signing after the event

Nuria Barrios

Julian Barnes

19:30h. Interviewed by NURIA BARRIOS

• The world’s most demanding critics and the perpetual legions of fans that Julian Barnes has across the globe are unanimous in pointing out the
intelligence and sense of humour in his literary work.
Following Tom Sharpe, Francisco Ibáñez, Ismaíl Kadaré and Robert Crumb, the 2014 BBK - La Risa de Bilbao Prize will be for the British writer Julian
Barnes. Before picking up his BBK-La Risa de Bilbao Prize 2014 award, Julian Barnes will be interviewed by the writer Nuria Barrios.
Barnes once said that you can’t run away from your own fingerprints. For his publisher in Spain – Jorge Herralde (Anagrama) – there is humor in every
one of Julian Barnes’ fingerprints.

12nd October • AlhóndigaBilbao • 19:00h

Juan Bas

Presented by Juan Bas

Isabel Coixet

ISABEL COIXET´S TOP TEN HUMOUR
SEQUENCES

DIALOGUE

• A new instalment of this section, in which a guest and the Festival director offer a commentary on his ten favourite humour sequences.

5th INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF LITERATURE AND ART WITH HUMOUR
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EXHIBITIONS

PACO ROCA

1/10 - 2/11
MediatekaBBK
AlhóndigaBilbao

Dibujante ambulante

• The aim of this exhibition is to show how Paco Roca – a master of his genre recognised both
in Spain and internationally – does his work. It also seeks to give the viewer an overview of what
comics are, as well as their creation and illustration processes.

GALLEGO & REY
Even page. Gallego & Rey, graphic analysis

30/9 - 11/10
Sala BBK

• The exhibition gives visitors an important didactic vision of what this unique family of Spanish
humour’s process of creating strips and caricatures is like, and they will be able to see the
various steps from the initial sketch, the inking work and the end result of what is published in the
newspaper, and even add one more element to the Twitter version.

FORGES

29/9 - 31/10
Metro Bilbao:
Moyua / Abando

Metro a metro el machismo vade retro

• This exhibition brings together a selection of all the cartoons that Forges – always from the
perspective of humour – wanted to contribute to our society’s struggle against the inequality of
women.

2nd CARTOON SCHOOL COMPETITION WORKS
• Exhibitions of the best works by the cartoonists of the future.

2/10 - 12/10
La Ribera
Merkatua

LAUGHER GOES ON
Goyo Jiménez • “EVOLUZIÓN 2014”

“EL GRAN FAVOR” • José Luis Gil y Mauro Muñiz de Urquiza

Sala Teatro Antzokia. 3/10/2014 (20:00)

Sala Teatro Antzokia. 15/11/2014 (21:00) - 16/11/2014 (19:00)

“ENRIQUECIDO” • Quique San Francisco

David Guapo • “#quenonosfrujanlafiesta”

Sala Teatro Antzokia. 7/11/2014 - 8/11/2014 (20:00)

Sala Teatro Antzokia. 06/12/2014 (21:00) - 07/12/2014 (21:00) - 08/12/2014 (19:00)

“LOS MEJORES SKETCHS DE MONTY PYTHON” • Illana

Leo Harlem y Sr. Corrales • “#trending trenching”

Sala Teatro Antzokia. 22/11/2014 - 23/11/2014 (20:00)

Sala Teatro Antzokia. 26/12/2014 (20:00) - 28/12/2014 (20:00)

More information and tickets: www.teatrocampos.com

